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02.12.22 1 Neutral Labour supply looks like it will remain constrained, efforts to bring demand back into
balance won't be easy with household excess savings and fiscal stimulus.

Neutral We may shift to slower pace of rate increases at next meeting, makes sense to hike
by 50 bps, it is smart to modulate on rate hike pace, we are now at a point where
we can pay more attention to the rate we are getting to and less on the pace, policy
rate will have to stay high for a long period of time, current policy is restrictive and
that is broadly the view among his my colleagues, still have more work to do,
change in pace of hikes does not mean a change in commitment to 2% inflation
target, we are not thinking about loosening, we are not thinking about revising the
2% inflation target.

Neutral We are probably going to have a slightly higher peak to policy rate even as we slow
the pace of hikes, we're on a path to getting financial conditions appropriately
restrictive to bring inflation down.

01.12.22 2 Neutral It is appropriate to slow the pace of rate hikes, views on the size and pace of hikes
will be guided by incoming data, expects ongoing increases at coming meetings and
that policy will remain restrictive for some time, expects a slightly higher terminal
rate than anticipated in September.

Neutral Fed has a ways to go with rate hikes, seeing signs of a welcome ebb in inflation but
it will take a couple of years for inflation to ease to target.

30.11.22 3 Neutral Prudent for the Fed to hike "in smaller steps" moving forward, how high rates go
depends on the economy's response, mindful of past hikes still working through the
economy, some early signs of improvement in inflation data but too soon to say
inflation trend turning more friendly yet, wage growth above levels consistent with
2% inflation target.

Neutral Makes sense to moderate the pace of rate hikes as soon as the December meeting,
slowing down is a good way to balance risks, "I don't want to overtighten", have
made substantial progress toward "sufficiently restrictive" policy but have more
ground to cover, seems likely that rates ultimately must go "somewhat higher" than
policymakers thought in September, likely need to hold policy at restrictive level "for
some time", history cautions against prematurely loosening policy. Inflation remains
far too high, October CPI was a welcome surprise but will take substantially more
evidence. Growth has slowed to well below longer-run trend and this has to be
sustained. Soft landing is plausible but won't speculate on odds.

28.11.22 5 Neutral If inflation stays elevated the Fed needs to do more, our foot is off the gas and on
the brake, supportive of a path that is slower, longer and potentially higher for rates;
how long rates will stay high depends on inflation, have to make sure inflation is
under control before talking of loosening policy, moving a little slower is better risk
management, labour market is still tight, expects to see continuation of solid jobs
growth.

Hawk Rates won't come down as much as markets would like, will defer to Powell on the
pace of hikes, rates need to go higher, we have a ways to go, will have to keep
rates sufficiently high all through 2023 and into 2024, markets are under-pricing the
risk that the Fed might be more aggressive, we can evaluate balance sheet
reduction next year some time but so far so good, 200k jobs created in November
would still be well-above historical trend, expected disinflation is partly leading to
yield curve inversion so no necessarily sending a recessionary signal.

Hawk Needs to see "several" more good CPI reports with more moderation and even a
reduction in core services prices as well as a better balance in the labour market to
consider a pause, costs of stopping tightening too early are too high, sees inflation
coming down in 2023 but at 2% target not until 2024.

Neutral Have to do more to lower inflation, more rate hikes will help restore balance in the
economy, inflation to cool to 5.0-5.5% by year-end and 3.0-3.5% by late 2023,
unemployment rate to rise from 3.7% to 4.5-5.0%, sees modest growth this year
and 2023.

02.12.22 1 Dove Economic deceleration will not be as bad as expected a few weeks ago, still a high
probability of a recession, inflation is starting to slow down.

Dove Central banks must work to make sure CPI falls back to target, hoping for
short-term and bespoke fiscal policy.

Hawk QT should happen from Q1 2023 onwards.
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01.12.22 2 n/a Underlying risks point to a likely deterioration in asset quality in the coming months,
for most banks the expected increase in interest rates should enhance profitability,

28.11.22 5 Dove Rate hikes so far are not enough to return inflation back to target.
n/a Rate hikes will continue, risk of recession in the Eurozone is growing.
Hawk Underlying inflation trends are worrisome, we need weaker growth for inflation to

return to target, a recession is not a foregone conclusion.
Dove Rates are still accommodative, we might need to move rates into restrictive territory,

no indication that inflation has peaked, still have a "way to go" on hikes, will raise
rates as high as needed. Will lay out key principles for reducing bond holdings in
December, balance sheet normalization over time and in a measured way is
appropriate, decisions will follow a meeting-by-meeting-assessment, data suggests
wages are picking up and we will continue to assess that implication, strong labour
markets likely to support higher wages, growth is expected to weaken through the
beginning of next year.

30.11.22 3 n/a Our base case does not involve rates reaching 5.25%, wage growth is inconsistent
with 2% inflation target, labour market remains tight, demand is easing as
household incomes are squeezed.

29.11.22 4 Neutral Scale of QT needed is uncertain, no reason to think BOE will not meet goal to
reduce gilt holdings by £80 bln in a year, gilt market is not back to normal, want to
observe what happens because of current gilt sales before deciding scale of
following year's programme.

Hawk Once inflation expectations have been managed the Bank Rate can come off a
future peak, medium-term inflation expectations are very important for my
assessment of where the Bank Rate should go.

02.12.22 1 Inflation expectations remain well anchored, policy lags in this cycle are likely to be
longer, household spending in Australia has been resilient to the higher interest
rates so far.

28.11.22 5 Demand is too strong relative to supply, wage growth is inconsistent with inflation
returning to target, fiscal policy has no discernible impact on monetary policy.

28.11.22 5 Need to see inflation turn and inflation expectations coming down for a slowdown in
tightening, forecast recession would be a shallow and technical one, will be closely
monitoring high-frequency data and next CPI report to determine move in February,
New Zealand is not being substantially more aggressive than its peers.

02.12.22 1 Japan's inflation is "very high" right now but likely to slow back below 2% next year.
If yields rise by 1% for Japan's entire curve that will lead to an evaluation loss of
28.6 trillion yen in the BOJ's bond holdings, even if the BOJ incurs losses on its
asset holdings that won't affect its ability to conduct monetary policy.
Rate of global inflation expected to decline in 2023 and that forecast also applies to
Japan, recent market turmoil in the UK has shown that the reaction of market
participants to policy decisions could significantly impact asset prices.
Closely watching changes in exchange rates, no comment on FX level.
BOJ should conduct a review of its monetary policy framework, whether ultra-loose
monetary policy needs to be tweaked will depend on the outcome of the review,
should consider 2% price target as a flexible goal as that level may have been
excessively high for Japan.

01.12.22 2 Achievement of the 2% inflation target remains uncertain, must maintain monetary
easing, there is a risk monetary tightening by central banks could hurt global
growth, recent rise in CPI mostly due to imported goods, cannot say Japan has
stably achieved 2% inflation target yet, we must see wages rise at a faster pace
than the rate of inflation.

28.11.22 5 Tightening labour market will help drive up wages ahead.
02.12.22 1 Will keep yuan exchange rate generally stable at appropriate and balance level.

Forecast for inflation in China in 2023 is in a moderate range, policy focus is on
growth, monetary policy has been fairly accommodative.
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